Previous studies show that the dominant mode of variability in the Northeastern subtropical Pacific and Atlantic are analogous. Most attention has been given to the wind-evaporation-sea surface temperature (WES) feedback, but more recent studies suggest that clouds and ocean play a role. Here, it is shown that, while the mode of variability is similar, the quantitative role of clouds and ocean are different. Using Community Earth System Model, version 1.2, cloud feedbacks and interactive ocean dynamics are disabled separately to diagnose the relative contributions of each to sea surface temperature (SST) variability in subtropical northeastern ocean basins. Results from four experiments show that the relative contributions from WES and cloud radiative feedback depend on the role of the ocean. Positive cloud radiative feedback is evident in both basins but has less impact on SST variance in the Atlantic than in the Pacific. The reason for this is that ocean processes strongly damp SST anomalies in the Pacific and weakly enhance SST anomalies in the Atlantic. When cloud feedbacks are disabled, ocean processes become a larger driver of SST variability in the Atlantic. In line with previous studies, the Northeast Pacific SST variability may be understood as a white-noise-forced linear stochastic system with positive feedback from cloud and damping by latent heat flux and ocean processes, while Atlantic SST is driven partially by variations in ocean circulation and requires vertical mixing for rendition. Between these two regions, different ocean dynamics lead to different roles for atmospheric feedbacks but still result in similar patterns of SST variability.
Introduction
Sea surface temperature (SST) variability in northeastern subtropical ocean basins is important for tropical-extratropical teleconnections (Chiang and Vimont 2004; Zhang et al. 2014 ), low-frequency modes of climate variability (Middlemas and Clement 2016; Di Lorenzo et al. 2015; Di Lorenzo and Mantua 2016) , and precipitation on continental coasts (Nobre and Shukla 1996; Kutzbach and Liu 1997; Burgman et al. 2017) . A notable example of observed SST variations in this region was the marine heatwave occurring in 2013 through 2015 off the coast of Baja California which led to severe drought conditions in the Western United States (Bond et al. 2015; Seager et al. 2015; Swain et al. 2016) . Despite the importance of SST variability in this region, uncertainty about the mechanisms controlling this variability remains.
SST variability on interannual timescales occurring in Northeast ocean basins often resembles a form of tropicalextratropical variability called meridional modes-a mode of variability which is fairly well-understood. Meridional modes occur both in the Atlantic and the Pacific through a combination of trade wind forcing and the wind-evaporation-SST (WES) feedback and are thought to occur through similar mechanisms between the two ocean basins (see Figure 1 in Chiang and Vimont 2004; Xie and Philander 1994) . Meridional modes in these two regions are thought to be analogous given their interaction with the ITCZ and their colocation with oceanic upwelling (Xie and Philander 1994; Chiang and Vimont 2004) . Recent studies show that this meridional-mode-like SST variability is influenced by positive cloud radiative feedback, which enhances the persistence of SST variability (Smirnov and Vimont 2012; Evan et al. 2013; Bellomo et al. 2014b Bellomo et al. , 2015 Zhang et al. 2014; de Szoeke et al. 2016) . Previous studies also implicitly assume that local anomalous ocean heat transport is not essential for the WES feedback because it occurs in model configurations that do not have interactive ocean dynamics (Chiang and Vimont 2004; Vimont 2010; Smirnov and Vimont 2012) . On the other hand, analyses of Atlantic Meridional Mode events in observations suggests that both WES feedback and mixed layer dynamics contribute (Foltz et al. 2012; Rugg et al. 2016) . Additionally, Myers et al. (2018b) used satellite observations and assimilated ocean data to deduce that weaker-than-average vertical mixing due to weakened trade winds in combination with anomalously low cloud cover produced SST anomalies associated with the 2013-2015 marine heatwave off the coast of Baja California. Using various model configurations with one climate model, we explore the extent to which that cloud radiative feedback, latent heat flux, and ocean dynamics produce northeastern subtropical SST variability in both Pacific and Atlantic basins on interannual-and-longer timescales.
Positive shortwave cloud radiative feedback on northeast subtropical SST has been identified extensively in observations and models (Klein and Hartmann 1993; Norris and Leovy 1994; Burgman et al. 2008; Clement et al. 2009; Evan et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2014; Bellomo et al. 2014a Bellomo et al. , b, 2015 de Szoeke et al. 2016; Burgman et al. 2017; Myers et al. 2018a, b) , though only one other study has assessed how much subtropical SST variability depends on cloud radiative feedback (Brown et al. 2016 ). The feedback occurs through climatologically cool SST coinciding with the descending branch of the Hadley circulation, high atmospheric stability, a strong temperature inversion-all of which contribute to the formation of boundary layer stratocumulus cloud decks (Klein and Hartmann 1993; Norris 1998) . These low-lying, optically dense clouds reflect incident shortwave radiation, shading the underlying sea surface. Likewise, during periods of anomalously warm SST, the overlying atmosphere is less stable, the cloud fraction decreases, which allows more incident solar radiation to heat the sea surface. A few studies have enhanced the feedback or prescribed cloud forcing in the northeastern subtropical region to find an enhancement of decadal variability (Bellomo et al. 2014a (Bellomo et al. , 2015 Burgman et al. 2017) . Bellomo et al. (2014a Bellomo et al. ( , 2015 enhanced positive low cloud feedback in the subtropical Pacific Ocean in an atmospheric global climate model (AGCM) coupled to a slab ocean by enhancing the clouds' optical depth in response to cooling SST. These authors report up to a 100% increase in SST variability on decadal timescales (Bellomo et al. 2014a (Bellomo et al. , 2015 . Another study prescribed observed shortwave cloud radiative forcing in a fully-coupled GCM, which reproduced observed decadal variability in Pacific SST and North American precipitation (Burgman et al. 2017) . While the findings of these studies highlight the importance of SW cloud radiative feedback for low-frequency variability in SSTs, the methodologies do not isolate how much SST variability depends on cloud radiative feedback. Another study disabled cloud feedbacks entirely to isolate the change in SST variability due to cloud feedback, but these authors were concerned with changes in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation and the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation and did not consider the impact of ocean dynamics on cloud radiative feedback (Brown et al. 2016) .
The role of ocean dynamics in producing eastern subtropical variability has been given little attention compared to that of WES feedbacks or meridional modes. A couple of Atlantic meridional mode studies find a role for mixed layer depth variations in observations, but these studies focused on the seasonal timescale (Foltz et al. 2012; Rugg et al. 2016) . A few other Atlantic meridional mode studies attribute the ocean's role to variations in gyre circulation (Chang et al. 1997) , Ekman transport (Xie 1999) , or Ekman pumping (Doi et al. 2010) . A more recent study points to Ekman transport as a mechanism for damping SST variance in subtropical ocean basins (Larson et al. 2018) . Ultimately, none of these studies provide a role for cloud radiative feedbacks in producing northeastern subtropical SST variability. A study on climate models' inability to capture SST in Eastern subtropical ocean basins has pointed to both ocean circulation and cloud feedbacks as contributing to SST biases (Zuidema et al. 2016) , but those authors focus on biases in the mean state in Southern Hemisphere, while here we are interested in variability.
We use a novel approach to address the role of both ocean dynamics and cloud radiative feedbacks. Comparing meridional-mode-like SST variability in a fully-coupled modeling configuration to that of an AGCM-slab configuration will isolate the role of ocean dynamics while cloud-locking will isolate the role cloud radiative feedbacks. Some studies have noted that atmospheric forcing (Doi et al. 2010 ) and, in particular, positive cloud feedback (Norris 1998; Myers et al. 2018a ) impact the northeast subtropical SST the most during the summertime through shoaling of the mixed layer during this season. This process would be missed in an AGCM coupled to a slab ocean where monthly-varying climatological mixed layer depth is prescribed (Bellomo et al. 2014a (Bellomo et al. , 2015 . The competition between cloud feedback and ocean dynamics on SST variability in Northeastern subtropical ocean basins in a climate modeling framework has not been explored in the literature but may offer increased understanding of WES feedback and associated meridional modes, and phenomena like the 2013-2015 NE Pacific heat wave. We attempt to answer two questions in this study: (1) how much does positive cloud radiative feedback matter for SST variability in northeast subtropical ocean basins, and (2) do ocean dynamics change the role of cloud radiative feedbacks?
Methods

Modeling experiments
We compare four climate modeling configurations that are summarized in Table 1 : two with no ocean dynamics and two with no cloud radiative feedbacks. We utilize the Community Earth System Model, version 1.2, with the Community Atmosphere Model, version 5 ("CESM1.2"). All have preindustrial control forcing (constant greenhouse gas forcing and aerosol emissions from year 1850). The simulations with active cloud radiative feedbacks are taken from the CESM Large Ensemble Project (Kay et al. 2015) . The two experiments with no ocean dynamics use CAM5 coupled to a motionless slab ocean with a spatially-varying but temporally-fixed mixed layer depth ("CAM5-slab"). This model configuration contains no anomalous ocean heat transport; instead, ocean heat transport is prescribed with a climatological "q-flux". This means that the damping rate of SST variability, or the amount of SST variance, depends solely on the variance of atmospheric fluxes and the heat capacity of the mixed layer. The two experiments using this configuration include one with cloud radiative feedbacks ("control") and one without ("cloud-locked").
To disable cloud radiative feedbacks, we utilize the cloudlocking method. Here, cloud fields are prescribed in the radiation module of CAM5 every two hours of the model run to prevent clouds from radiatively interacting with their surroundings. We prescribe the same year of clouds repeatedly so that cloud radiative forcing does not vary on timescales of longer than one year. The results are not sensitive to the year of cloud that is prescribed (not shown). Due to an implementation detail of the cloud-locking methodology, high latitudes have enhanced cloud cover in these experiments that led to a 2K global-average cooling. To bring the CAM5-slab climate back to equilibrium, we add the zonal mean of the initial annual mean TOA imbalance to the climatological q-flux file. This reintroduces whatever energy is lost from the system due to cloud-locking and prevents drift. The length of the cloud-locked CAM5-slab experiment is 370 years. Since these experiments were conducted, the error in the cloud-locking method has been identified and corrected; the q-flux adjustment used here stabilizes the climate appropriately, and we do not anticipate that the results presented here are impacted by this high-latitude effect.
We also conduct a cloud-locking experiment in the fullycoupled CESM1.2 simulations. We repeat the cloud-locking method described above in CESM1.2, except that the experiment length is 315 years, and the climatological SST change is small in the subtropical eastern ocean basins, so no flux adjustment is required. On the other hand, the El Niño Southern Oscillation responds dramatically to cloud-locking by a threefold magnitude increase and a shift to decadal timescales (Middlemas et al. 2019) , which dominates the global SST response. Because we are interested in the local energy budget determining SST variability in the subtropical eastern ocean basins, we remove teleconnections from El Niño Southern Oscillation in the fully-coupled simulation by subtracting the Niño3.4 index from every field through linear regression analysis (Chiang and Vimont 2004 ).
Isolating SST variability affected by cloud feedback on interannual-and-longer timescales
We are concerned with the impact of positive cloud radiative feedback on SST variability on interannual-and-longer timescales in northeastern subtropical regions, and how ocean dynamics may change that impact. We calculate the shortwave cloud radiative feedback in the control simulations as the pointwise regression of surface shortwave cloud forcing on local SST anomalies (black or gray contours in Figs. 1, 2, 6). We focus on SST in regions that fall within two-thirds of the maximum shortwave positive cloud feedback in CESM1.2 (boxes are identical for CAM5-slab simulation). The resulting box boundaries are from 15N to 28N and 120W to 136.25W in the Pacific, and 10N to 24N and 36.25W to 21.25W in the Atlantic (see black contours and magenta boxes in Fig. 1 , as well as black dashed boxes in Figs. 2, 4, 6) . Furthermore, previous studies show that the SSTA averaged within these regions appropriately resemble meridional modes (Chiang and Vimont 2004; Zhang et al. 2014 ). Following Zhang et al. (2014) , we low-pass filter every field using a Lanczos filter with 1.5-year cutoff to isolate low-frequency variability. There is no clear pattern in seasonality among the events that we find across the four model configurations, which suggests that the mechanisms we will investigate are independent of the season.
Ocean mixed layer heat budget
To understand contributions to SST variability in the Northeastern subtropical ocean basins, we frame our analysis in terms of the ocean mixed layer heat budget, which may be written where is the density of seawater (1.025e3 kg m −2 ), and C p is the specific heat of seawater, of 3850 J kg −1 K −1 . Q ATM represents the fluxes into the mixed layer from the atmosphere, and include net shortwave radiation (SW), net longwave radiation (LW), latent heat (LHFLX), and sensible heat (SHFLX) fluxes, all defined as positive down or into the surface (2). SW and LW components may be further divided into clearsky and cloudy parts. Q OCEAN is the convergence of heat into the oceanic mixed layer by horizontal advection of temperature (first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3)) and vertical mixing of heat into the bottom of the mixed layer (second term on right hand side). In the horizontal advection
of ocean currents and ∇T is the horizontal gradient in mixed layer temperature. Both of these quantities are averaged down to the mixed layer depth at every model output timestep and grid point prior to computation.
The CAM5-slab configuration has a mixed layer depth fixed to the annual mean ( H ), and there is no ocean heat transport except for a climatological "q-flux" term (Bitz et al. 2012 ). Since we are only considering anomalous fields and timescales of 1.5 years or longer, this q-flux term should not contribute to the SST variance changes we are concerned with. Thus, we may think of the CAM5-slab heat budget as Eq. (1) with Q OCEAN = 0:
Generally, the surface temperature reflects the convergence of heat in the mixed layer, which is determined by the balance between atmospheric and oceanic fluxes into the mixed layer and the heat capacity of the mixed layer (Eq. 1), but in the CAM5-slab configuration, SST changes in this configuration are determined explicitly by atmospheric heat fluxes into the surface. In this study, we will be considering the anomalies of the heat flux terms, i.e., the seasonal cycle and the mean have been removed from all terms.
(4) C pH dSST dt = Q ATM . 
Changes in SST variance due to cloud-locking with and without ocean dynamics
Cloud radiative feedbacks enhance SST variance in the NE subtropical ocean basins in both the AGCM-slab and fully coupled configurations, but the fully-coupled simulation shows less enhanced SST variance ( Fig. 1 ), suggesting that interactive ocean dynamics alter the influence of cloud radiative feedback in SST variability. We quantify the change in SST variability by calculating the percent change in variance ( Fig. 1) :
where
CLDLCK ; a positive value indicates that the SST variance in the simulation with active cloud feedbacks is larger. Due to the location of shortwave cloud radiative feedback (indicated by line contours and magenta boxes in Fig. 1 ), we expect a decrease in variance when cloud radiative feedbacks are disabled via cloud-locking, assuming positive cloud radiative feedback enhances SST variability. Indeed, positive values, indicating that SST variance is larger when cloud radiative feedbacks are active, emerge in regions of large positive cloud radiative feedback (red shaded contours, Fig. 1 ). Both model configurations and regions exhibit analogous patterns of SST variance change that resemble the SST signal associated with meridional modes in response to disabling cloud radiative feedbacks ( Fig. 1) . This is consistent with Evan et al.'s (2013) result that positive shortwave stratocumulus cloud feedback in the Atlantic enhances the persistence of SST anomalies which play a role in meridional modes. In the region defined by the magenta box in the AGCM-slab configuration ( Fig. 1) , SST variance is enhanced by cloud radiative feedbacks by ~ 42% in the NE Pacific and ~ 37% in the NE Atlantic. When interactive ocean dynamics are allowed to impact SST, SST variability of the Atlantic responds differently from the Pacific. The fully-coupled simulation shows that cloud radiative feedbacks enhance SST variance by ~ 35% in the Pacific and ~ 13% in the Atlantic. This leaves two questions: (1) why do clouds impact SST variance more in a model configuration without interactive ocean dynamics, and (2) why do clouds impact SST variance less in the NE Atlantic than in the Pacific in the configuration with interactive ocean dynamics?
The NE Pacific
We start by investigating the response of latent heat flux feedback, or WES feedback, to disabling cloud radiative feedbacks in the NE Pacific. Figure 2 shows the lag-0 regression of various heat budget terms on standardized SST anomalies averaged in the area of maximum shortwave cloud feedback described in Sect. 2.2 (and outlined in the black dashed box on Fig. 2) . This regression highlights the contribution of each term to one standard deviation of SST anomaly. Dark gray contours nearly disappear in the Fig. 2c, d because climatological cloud fields are prescribed in the cloud-locked simulations, and so cloud radiative forcing does not vary on timescales longer than one year by design. Bottom panels ("a minus c" and "b minus d") show that cloud radiative feedbacks enhance SST anomalies in almost the entire northeastern Pacific. Furthermore, the righthand panels ("b minus a" and "d minus c") clearly show that anomalous ocean heat transport damps maximum SST anomalies.
These results are further illustrated by lead-lag regressions of various mixed layer heat budget terms onto SST anomalies averaged over the boxes described in Sect. 2.2 (Fig. 3) . The LHS of Eq. (1) is indicated by the dashed black lines, which, in the case of the AGCM-slab configuration (Fig. 3 , left panels) must be balanced by atmospheric fluxes (solid red lines). This is indicated by the fact that they are overlaid in the left panels. In both configurations and in the experiments with cloud radiative feedbacks (Fig. 3 , top left panel) downward cloud radiative forcing (solid orange lines) becomes more positive as the temperature increases, leading to a positive SST anomaly (solid black lines). This represents the reduced amount of stratocumulus clouds with increasing temperature in positive cloud radiative feedback (Klein and Hartmann 1993; Norris and Leovy 1994; Burgman et al. 2008; Clement et al. 2009; Bellomo et al. 2014b; Myers et al. 2018a, b) . Here, cloud radiative forcing includes LW and SW, but they oppose each other: LW acts as a damping and cools the event, albeit less than the amount that SW warms (not pictured). Latent heat flux is also a large contributor to the temperature tendency, especially in the termination of the warm event (solid green lines), representing latent heat flux damping on warmer SST. When cloud radiative feedbacks are disabled (bottom panels, Fig. 3 ), the cloud radiative forcing goes to near-zero since we prescribe climatological clouds and the terms pictured are low-pass filtered by 1.5 years. The cloud radiative forcing is not exactly zero because the cloud radiative forcing metric contains effects of cloud masking, i.e., both cloud and non-cloud (i.e., water vapor) radiative forcing (Soden et al. 2004) . By removing positive cloud radiative feedback, and thus, low-frequency anomalies of cloud radiative forcing, the total atmospheric flux Q ATM decreases, and latent heat flux contributes more in the cloud-locked simulation than in the control per unit SST anomaly (Fig. 3, com pare top and bottom panels). In fact, without cloud radiative feedback, latent heat flux more than doubles per unit SST anomaly and explains nearly all of the atmospheric forcing in the AGCM-slab configuration (Fig. 3, lower left panel) . This would be the traditional WES feedback.
SST variability and its response to disabling cloud radiative feedbacks in the fully-coupled configuration (Fig. 1,  bottom panel) is different from the AGCM-slab configuration (Fig. 1, top panel) because ocean heat transport also contributes to the temperature variations. In the case of the NE Pacific, the ocean flux acts to damp SST anomalies ( Fig. 3 , right panels, solid blue line), indicative of a divergence of heat (negative values) at the peak of SST. The divergence of heat is around − 4 W m −2 K −1 regardless of cloud radiative feedbacks, meaning the ocean flux contribution to SST variability is not affected by cloud radiative feedback. The ocean acts merely as a damping on SST. This is also reflected by the fact that maximum SST in CESM1.2 is weaker than in CAM5-slab configuration (Fig. 2) . The role of CESM1.2's atmospheric feedbacks is just like that of the CAM5-slab configuration: the WES feedback becomes the dominant driver when cloud feedbacks are disabled. Latent heat flux increases by around two times per degree K when cloud radiative feedbacks are disabled (Fig. 3 , right panels). In other words, the SST variability of CESM1.2 can be conceptualized by the CAM5-slab plus additional oceanic damping.
The spatial pattern of ocean damping at the peak of SSTA in the North Pacific is illustrated in the left-hand panels of Fig. 4 Oceanic heat flux damping occurs in the North Pacific from west of the North American coast across the basin, though the maximum location of damping occurs slightly south of the maximum SSTA (compare black contours to colored contours in Fig. 4a, c) . The structure of ocean damping follows the structure of SSTA, which becomes more zonally symmetric when cloud radiative feedbacks are disabled (compare colored contours in Fig. 4a, c) . This is also illustrated by the zonal elongation of the Aleutian Low without cloud radiative feedbacks (compare magenta contours in Fig. 2a, c) . Numerous previous studies have shown that SST in the Northeast Pacific acts like a linearly damped stochastic model driven by atmospheric white noise with feedbacks from entrainment (Deser et al. 2003) , clouds (Park et al. 2006 ), or ENSO (Newman et al. 2003 Di Lorenzo et al. 2015; Newman et al. 2016) . Understanding the complex relationships between SST variability, surface heat flux, and ocean heat transport can be tricky (e.g., Cane et al. 2017 ), so we use a simple stochastic model to construct hypotheses to test against that of the more complex model:
LHFLX is the latent heat flux damping feedback, N LHFLX is the white noise component of latent heat flux caused by high frequency wind fluctuations, CLOUD is the positive cloud radiative feedback, N CLOUD is the white noise component of cloud forcing related to perturbations unrelated to SST, and OCEAN is ocean damping. In this case, all damping rates are calculated using the fully-coupled control experiment for latent heat flux, cloud forcing, and net ocean flux following Park et al. (2005) , i.e., as the ratio of lagged covariance between SST and each flux over the lagged autocovariance of SST (see their equation (1)). Then, one or more damping rates are set to zero to simulate our experimental model configurations. Specifically, to simulate the CAM5-slab configuration, we set ocean damping to zero, and the cloud-locking experiments are simulated by setting the cloud feedback term and associated noise to zero. All other damping rates are that of the fully-coupled control simulation.
The roles of cloud radiative feedback and latent heat flux feedback in producing SST variability are the same among CAM5-slab, CESM1.2, and the stochastic model: both cloud radiative feedback and latent heat flux forcing contribute to the onset of warm SST. Without cloud radiative feedbacks, latent heat flux doubles per unit change in SSTA (compare solid green lines between top panels and bottom panels in Fig. 5 ). Ocean damping stays approximately the same with or without cloud radiative feedbacks (Fig. 5, right panels, solid blue lines) .
The major differences between the representation of NE Pacific SST in the climate model and the stochastic model
is that latent heat flux and ocean heat convergence are larger contributors to SST anomalies in the stochastic model (compare left panels of Figs. 3 and 5) but only because other potentially competing flux terms are not included in the stochastic model. Despite these differences, we are able to capture the dominant feedbacks on SST. In fact, the change in the "slab" due to setting cloud feedback equal to zero in the stochastic model is greater than that of the "fullycoupled"; SST variance is reduced by 35.9% with cloudlocking in the "slab" and 28.3% in the "fully-coupled". This is similar to the relationship found between the cloud-locked CAM5-slab and CESM1.2, where the change in variance is approximately 42% and 35%, respectively. It is also important to note that, just like the more complex model, ocean damping results in a smaller response due to cloud-locking, or smaller SST anomalies (Figs. 2b, d, 4a, c ). The stochastic model can reproduce the relationship between SST variance, positive cloud radiative feedback, and latent heat flux and oceanic damping found in the comprehensive climate model. It should be noted that the ocean damping interannual warming events presented here is different than the role of the ocean during the 2013-2015 marine heatwave discussed in Myers et al. (2018b) . Those authors presented observations that are consistent with weaker trade winds, which the authors presume suppress oceanic upwelling, both of which enhance mixed layer warming. We will show in Sect. 6 that vertical mixing actually dominates the ocean damping evident on interannual timescales in the Northeast Pacific in CESM1.2.
The NE Atlantic
The response of the WES feedback and large-scale atmospheric circulation to disabling either cloud radiative feedbacks or interactive ocean heat dynamics is similar between the NE Atlantic basin and NE Pacific basin. Figure 6 shows the SSTA and atmospheric response to disabling either by regressing various fields onto standardized SSTA. Again, contribution from cloud radiative forcing disappears with cloud-locking, weakening the maximum value of SSTA in the northeastern ocean basin in CAM5-slab (panel "a minus c" in Fig. 6 ). Cloud radiative forcing produces larger zonal asymmetry in SSTA in the CAM5-slab configuration, so when cloud radiative feedbacks are disabled, more zonallysymmetric SST anomalies appear (bottom two left panels of Fig. 6 ). Atmospheric circulation follows (magenta contours, left panels of Fig. 6 ). On the other hand, ocean coupling slightly changes the response of SST and associated atmospheric circulation to disabling cloud feedbacks (middle vertical panels of Fig. 6 ). Furthermore, cloud feedbacks affect the temperature response to ocean coupling (compare "b minus a" and "d minus c" on Fig. 6 ). With cloud feedbacks, ocean coupling weakens the zonal gradient in SST anomalies set up by cloud feedbacks (top panels, Fig. 6 ). Without cloud feedbacks, ocean coupling shows a smaller impact on SST anomalies ("d minus c", Fig. 6 ).
We investigate this balance between cloud feedbacks and ocean coupling further with a surface energy budget within the region of maximum positive cloud feedback defined in Sect. 2. Without ocean dynamics and cloud radiative feedbacks in CAM5-slab, latent heat flux increases per unit SSTA (Fig. 7 , left panels, green lines), consistent with the NE Pacific, suggesting that the contribution of the WES feedback to SSTA increases without cloud radiative feedbacks. In the fully-coupled cloud-locked simulation, however, latent heat flux contribution per unit SSTA decreases relative to the fully-coupled control simulation without cloud radiative feedbacks (Fig. 7 , right panels, green lines). The balance of ocean and atmospheric fluxes becomes smaller. The weak damping by ocean coupling observed in the presence of cloud feedbacks changes to weak enhancement as the warm event subsides (compare blue lines on right panels of Fig. 7 ), suggesting that ocean dynamics are important for the simulation of SST variability. This reveals that ocean heat transport has the potential to drive SST anomalies rather than damp them like in the NE Pacific or stochastic model. This is illustrated further by the right-hand panels of Fig. 4 . A small region of ocean damping is co-located with maximum shortwave cloud feedback (black dashed box) when cloud radiative feedbacks are active (Fig. 4 , top right panel, blue colored contours). When cloud radiative feedbacks are disabled, the weak damping confined to the small area of the maximum positive cloud feedback moves westward and is partially replaced by increased coastal ocean heat convergence (Fig. 4, bottom panel, colored contours) . This implies that, unlike the Pacific, where the same underlying stochastic model can explain all four model configurations (by simply turning 'on' and 'off' ocean damping and clouds), in the Atlantic, the underlying 'model' would change depending on which processes are enabled/disabled.
Drivers of ocean heat convergence and divergence
In the Atlantic, weak ocean heat divergence provides a weak damping during maximum SSTA, but when cloud radiative feedbacks are disabled, weak ocean heat convergence occurs during the abatement of SSTA occurring on timescales longer than 1 year (Figs. 6, 7) . Meanwhile, ocean heat divergence damps SSTA in the Pacific basin, whether cloud What oceanic processes may be driving these differences in ocean heat convergence between ocean basins and the changes in ocean contribution due to disabling cloud radiative feedbacks in the Atlantic? Studies have pointed to a variety of oceanic drivers of SST variability in the subtropical eastern Atlantic, such as horizontal advection of heat by Ekman transport (Xie 1999) and geostrophic currents (Servain et al. 1999) as well as vertical mixing, such as through mixed layer depth variations (Doi et al. 2010; Foltz et al. 2012; Rugg et al. 2016) . We separate total oceanic heat flux convergence into horizontal advection and vertical mixing in both locations to shed light on mechanisms of ocean contribution to SST variability (Eq. 3 in Sect. 2). We find that the total oceanic heat flux contribution to SST change is weak in the Atlantic (≅ 1 W m −2 K −1 ) compared to the Pacific (≅ 4 m −2 K −1 ), and thus, the subtle balance between horizontal advection and vertical mixing can change whether the ocean is damping or enhancing SST anomalies (Fig. 8) . When cloud radiative feedbacks are active, both vertical mixing (magenta lines, Fig. 8 ) and horizontal advection (light green lines, Fig. 8 ) act to cool the mixed layer at the peak of SST anomalies and weakly enhances SST during the termination of positive SST anomalies (top right panel, Fig. 8 ). When cloud feedbacks are disabled, horizontal advection counteracts the positive contribution from vertical mixing to result in a nearly negligible role from oceanic heat flux convergence at the peak of SST anomalies, but then enhances positive SST anomalies at the peak of the event (bottom right panel, Fig. 8 ).
In the North Pacific, the largest contributor to total oceanic heat transport is vertical mixing (Fig. 8) . Vertical mixing has been hypothesized to drive North Pacific SST variations through entrainment (Alexander et al. 1999; Deser et al. 2003; Park et al. 2006) and Ekman pumping (Doi et al. 2010 ). In CESM1.2, vertical mixing plays the same role whether or not cloud feedbacks are active (left panels Fig. 8 ). Though we do not find seasonality in the occurrence of interannual warm events in either Atlantic or Pacific basins, we cannot rule out that the damping (at least in winter months) in the Pacific basin is due to entrainment, possibly through the re-emergence of cold water from the prior boreal winter via the "re-emergence mechanism" (Alexander et al. 1999; Deser et al. 2003; Park et al. 2006) . Damping in other seasons could be due to the mixed layer deepening when SSTs are warm, mixing cold water from below into the mixed layer-and heat flux changes by changes in the mixed layer are not explicitly calculated in the present analysis.
The differences in oceanic contributions to SST variability between the Northeastern subtropical ocean basins may be due to the size and scale of the ocean circulation patterns within each basin. The spatial pattern of total oceanic heat flux contribution in both Atlantic and Pacific basins shows that the oceanic contribution in the Pacific basin is more coherent and larger in both magnitude and area than that of the Atlantic (Fig. 4, compare left and right panels) . We hypothesize that the ocean circulation in the North Pacific is less sensitive to atmospheric perturbations like that imposed by cloud-locking due to its large spatial scale. Thus, the ocean's role in SST variability in the Pacific is the same with and without cloud radiative feedbacks. In the Atlantic, on the other hand, oceanic contributions to SST variability are small in magnitude and noisy in space (Fig. 4 , right panels, blue contours). Here, the atmospheric circulation may more easily change the sign of ocean heat flux convergence under the region of maximum cloud radiative feedback, thus altering the impact of cloud feedbacks on SST anomalies.
Discussion and conclusions
We find that, while the atmospheric processes producing meridional-mode-like interannual SST variability in the Pacific and Atlantic basins are similar, the respective roles of the ocean are not. Through climate model configurations with cloud radiative feedbacks and ocean dynamics disabled both separately and together, we have shown that the impact of positive cloud radiative feedback on SST variability is determined by the role of ocean dynamics. Clouds enhance variability in both regions, consistent with Evan et al. (2013) , but the enhancement is stronger in the Pacific than in the Atlantic. In the NE Pacific, when cloud radiative feedbacks cannot enhance SST variability, WES feedback prevails. The ocean exports heat from the NE Pacific at the peak of an SST event regardless of cloud radiative Fig. 3 but for the Northeast Atlantic feedbacks, meaning that the ocean acts as a constant damping. In the Atlantic, on the other hand, WES feedback is active, but contribution from oceanic processes are small. Here, cloud radiative feedback reinforces while the ocean damps SST anomalies. When cloud radiative feedbacks are disabled, the circulation responds so as to change the sign of the Atlantic's weak oceanic contributions, so the ocean heat transport enhances SST anomalies without cloud radiative feedbacks. This means the change in SST variance due to cloud-locking is reduced relative to that in the North Pacific. The different roles of the ocean in the two basins may be a reason why the observed summertime shortwave feedback in the Atlantic (6.7 ± 2.7 W m −2 K −1 ) is less than that of the Pacific (9.1 ± 2.4 W m −2 K −1 ) (Myers et al. 2018a) . This is the first study to simultaneously isolate contributions from cloud feedback and ocean dynamics to Northeastern subtropical SST variability and leaves implications for future study. Though we have only utilized one climate model, CESM-CAM5 produces more realistic stratocumulus cloud feedback than other models (Myers and Norris 2015) . The large-scale changes in atmospheric circulation induced by cloud-locking provide motivation for understanding the role of subtropical stratocumulus cloud feedback on modes of variability in Northern ocean basins, like the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO). In fact, some studies have already highlighted the role of positive low-cloud radiative feedback for low-frequency variations in both the Pacific (Clement et al. 2009 ) and the Atlantic (Bellomo et al. 2015; Myers et al. 2018a ). The results presented here raise the possibility of cloud-SST-ocean interactions that warrant further exploration in other climate models and offer some guidance in interpreting observations of this region.
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